Clocken Syke Farm

Site Details
Iron Age Nidderdale Community Archaeology group would like to thank the
owners of Clocken Syke Farm, Norman and Annette Bradley for allowing the
group access to their land to examine and excavate possible pre-historic
features.

Clocken Syke Farm is in the civil parish of Dacre (6065) within the Harrogate
District of North Yorkshire and lies within the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.

Maps in this HLF report have been produced digitally using programs from Anquet
Technology Ltd with data from Ordnance Survey (Crown Copyright) and Iron-Age
(Nidderdale) Community Archaeology Group

The farm, marked 1 on the map, consists of 32 fields, currently managed as
Clocken Syke Farm, together with a field known as Broker Crags which lies
within the curtilage of the farm land. The whole of the study area is 59.853
hectares in total and lies both to the north and the south of the road known as
Dairy Lane.
The site’s topology consists predominantly of an upwards slope from 120m
AOD towards a high point of 180m AOD, broken by a valley running in a
south-easterly direction formed by the stream known as Clocken Syke which
runs through the study area and continues to Darley Beck. This valley on our
site also coincides approximately with the line of a geological fault. There are

natural springs scattered across the higher parts of the study area, noticeably
to the north of the farmhouse and above the 130m AOD contour.
Natural water flow across the area is generally in a south-easterly direction,
following the slope of the ground, with some water flowing south-west into the
stream on the western boundary.
However, water management has
redirected some water from the higher ground across the natural lie of the
land.
The land use varies across the site, which is mainly improved pasture, with
areas of unimproved pasture and small, isolated areas of woodland.
The improved pasture consists of fields which have been subjected to
drainage, field clearance of stones and in some cases ploughing/re-seeding.
While the field clearance may have begun in prehistoric times, much has been
carried out since the enclosure award of the nineteenth century and continued
to the present day. The natural water systems were dramatically affected by
medieval water management. Drainage systems due to the eighteenth and
nineteenth century mines further affected the fields.
More recently,
agricultural drainage carried out after World War II altered the fields as well.
The unimproved pasture consists of fields which are often large areas of
waterlogged, undulating, boulder-strewn ground with a few scattered and
isolated trees. This may be similar in appearance to the pre-nineteenth
century common grazing grounds known as Dacre Pasture which existed in
this area. A small amount of drainage and stone clearance has been carried
out in these fields.
Areas of woodland within the area are relatively modern, having grown up
around an abandoned quarry and on the small enclosed stony mound on the
high ground to the north, known as Mansion Knoll.
Previous Research
There have been two previous studies of Clocken Syke Farm which have led
our project team to believe the area had distinct opportunities to gather
evidence of prehistory.
1. Dacre Pasture Project 2004 (Bib. 1)
This study identified the following possible prehistoric features:
Bronze Age
Settlement remains, rock art, burial site
Iron Age
Settlement remains, iron smelting: extraction and bloomery processes.
2. Iron-Age (Nidderdale) Community Archaeology Project (Bib. 2 - 5)
This study identified the following prehistoric features:
Neolithic
Cairn or long barrow
Bronze Age

Barrow, graves
Iron Age
Hut circles (“ten or thereabouts), storage pits, a well, metal working sites
This previous research gave those involved in the Prehistoric Nidderdale
project much encouragement as they surveyed the fields at Clocken Syke.
Field Maps
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Fig 1. Maps in this HLF report have been produced digitally using programs from Anquet
Technology Ltd with data from Ordnance Survey (Crown Copyright) and Iron-Age
(Nidderdale) Community Archaeology Group

Clocken Syke is the 200 series –except field 208 which belongs to the
Nelsons
Ones in white to east of Clocken Syke are rented.

Fig. 2
Clocken Syke Google Earth image

Field Findings
This section identifies all the possible prehistoric remains on Clocken Syke
Farm, field by field.
Field 201
1.
Half a dozen stones were discovered that had a concave curved
face and a flat edge that was presumed to be a base (Photo 1).

Photo 1

They were on or near the surface of the top soil so not in any
meaningful context but some of them had clearly been burned on
the curved side giving the impression that they could have been
parts of the structure of furnace hearths.
There was also a layer of clay approximately 1cm thick just above the
stones (Photo 2).

Photo 2
We have seen clay occurring naturally on bedrock, but this was on
top of a layer of humic soil so was probably there because of
human activity. We had noticed before that the larger stone
structure in the mound was pointing at Mansion Knoll and this time
it became apparent that the new feature lay directly on that line
(Photo 4).

2.

Photo 3
Water storage hollows. The map (Fig. 3) shows the troughs that
have been mapped to date as red dots and there are three groups:
A large group at the eastern end of Field 201 near Mansion Knoll
A smaller group at the western end near the settlement, three of
which are connected to the main culvert
Two near the western wall of Field 213 which are not connected to
the culvert system

Fig. 3

Maps in this HLF report have been produced digitally using programs from
Anquet Technology Ltd with data from Ordnance Survey (Crown Copyright) and Iron-Age
(Nidderdale) Community Archaeology Group

These troughs may predate the Cistercians because to dig a lot of little
hollows instead of one big one does not seem logical or efficient.
Excavation showed the following construction features:

The original depth of the hollow was 0.8 metre. At this depth,
there is a floor of clay and that above this, over the years, at
least five levels of alternating peat and silt have been deposited
(see Photo 4).





3.


Photo 4
The eastern side has a clay surfaced wall sloping outward at the
top in such a way that it would assist in the collection of surface
and rain waters and this side is almost devoid of stones. (Photo
5)

Photo 5
The northern side, on the other hand, is formed entirely from
stones with a clay soil between them. If that is how it was
constructed, it probably would hold water but another option that
seems more likely is that the stones were originally placed there
to strengthen that end but also to allow groundwater to pass
through. To collect both groundwater and surface water could be
very useful.
Unlikely but possible rock art:
a boulder with numerous cups, chevrons and other possible
carved features (Photos 6 and 7)

Photo 6

Photo 7

4.

Iron age slag, furnace and hearth (Photos 8- 11)

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

5.

Flint or chert (Photos 12 - 14)

Photo 12

Photo 13

Photo 14

6.

Grindstone/hammer (possible) (Photos 15-16)

Photo 15

Photo 16
Field 202
No evidence of prehistoric remains.

Field 203

Possible rock art, now thought to be mediaeval inscription

Photo 17
(Courtesy of Richard Stroud)
This rock is partly set into the wall at the top of the field. It is not prehistoric
rock art but is important and thought to date from the times the land was
owned by fountains abbey.
Fields 204 - 212
No evidence of prehistoric remains.
Field 213
1.
Platform made up from flagged stone sitting on sand with some
packing stones (Photos 18- 25)

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

2.

Further platform (Photos 22 - 25)

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25

3.

Upright stones packed with smaller stones adjacent to platform
(Photos 27 - 28)

Photo 26

Photo 27
4.

Iron age slag (Photos 28 – 29)

Photo 28

Photo 29

Photo 37
5.

Hearths, possibly prehistoric (Photos 30 - 32)

Photo 30

Photo 31

Photo 32

6.

Possible iron age hut (Photos 33 - 34)

Photo 33

Photo 34
7.

Possible prehistoric whetstone (Photo 35)

Photo 36

8.

Possible prehistoric slingshot (Photo 37)

Photo 37

9.

Possible prehistoric furnaces (Photos 38- 40)

Photo 38

Photo 39

Photo 40

Field 214
1.
Iron age bloomery, recorded as HER MNY35948

Name:
NY SMR Number:
Type of record:
Last edited:
Grid Reference:
Parish:

Iron Bloomery Site and Associated Features, Clocken
Syke Farm
MNY35948
Monument
Mar 4 2014 4:55PM
SE 185 602
Dacre [6065]; Harrogate

Clocken Syke Field 214

Monument Type(s):





BLOOMERY? (Iron Age - 800 BC? to 42 AD?)
CONDUIT (Medieval - 1066 AD? to 1539 AD?)
IRON WORKING SITE (Medieval to 19th Century - 1066 AD? to 1900
AD?)

Other References/Statuses
Full description
Iron working debris and a medieval iron roasting hearth have been excavated by the Iron Age
(Nidderdale) Project.
Ingleby's map of 1611 shows a smelt house either at or near Clocken Syke Farm.
The project identified a wheel pit for a water wheel used at the site. A wheel is shown in Ingleby's map
and the sites could therefore be one in the same (1).

This monument area covers a wide range of sites the information for which has been collated from a
number of sources produced by the Iron Age (Nidderdale) Project. These sources relate to a
widespread iron smelting industry which has been provisionally dated the medieval period with possible
Iron Age sites within the landscape. The evidence includes a large number of hearths, bloomery
furnaces along with a range of water management and other related features. The survey at Clocken
Syke concentrated on four fields, two of these in particular detail, the field numbers can be seen on
source 2, page 31. This source lists the sites that were targeted for investigated by excavation with the
following results:
Field 201 - 23 bloomery furnaces; three French drains a stone trough (11) and a number of other
features (3 - 11).
Field 202 - a possible bloomery site, hollows, a possible platform or adit and a timber structure (2, 12 15)
Field 213 - curved stone (3)
Field 214 - a number of features were noted including water management and bloomery sites (2, 16 21)
Sources and further reading

<1>

<2>

SNY18446 - Article: British Mining 90: 50 Years of Mining History.
2010. The Iron-Age (Nidderdale) Project - Mining and Smelting in
Dacre and Darley. Brophy, J. and Hovell,G.. 2010. p55.
SNY20338 - Report: Iron Age (Nidderdale) Community Archaeology
Group. 12/2012. Iron Age (Nidderdale) Community Archaeology

Bloomery furnaces (Photos 41 - 45)

Photo 41

Photo 42

Photo 43

Photo 44

Photo 45
Bloomery slag (Photos 46 – 48)

Photo 46

Photo 47
and roast ore (Photo 55)

Photo 48
2.

Possible arrowhead (Photo 49)

Photo 49
Fields 215 – 231
No evidence of prehistoric remains.

Field 232 (see also Mansion Knoll Excavation)
1.

Iron age slag (Photo 50)

Photo 50
Field 235 – 237
No evidence of prehistoric remains.
Field 238
1.

Prehistoric hut circle recorded as HER MNY30508, see next page,
and Photos 51-53

Name:
NY SMR Number:
Type of record:
Last edited:
Grid Reference:
Parish:

Hut Circle, Nidderdale
MNY30508
Monument
Feb 29 2016 3:38PM
SE 192 599
Dacre [6065]; Harrogate

Clocken Syke Field 238

Monument Type(s):



HUT CIRCLE (Iron Age - 800 BC to 42 AD)

Other References/Statuses
Full description
Site Data from Nidderdale CAP:
None

Previous Data from Nidderdale CAP:
As noted on a aerial photograph as a complex of hut circles. The complex was identified within the
centre of an irregular shaped field that is situated 200m NNW of Darley Mill. The complex consists of
sex individual hut cicles that are tightly clustered within the central area of the field. The hut circles are
each of a comparable size and form each measuring less than ten metres in size. It is noted from the
OS sheet the the field within which the earthworks are situated contains natural springs.

Alignment from Nidderdale CAP: Not specified
Sources and further reading

-----

SNY14838 - Map: OSMap - 1:25,000 EXPOLORER 6.
SNY9534 - Database File: Harrogate Museums and Arts Community
Archaeology Project. 2005. Nidderdale Prehistory. Access Database.

Provide feedback for this record

Photo 51

Photo 52

Photo 53

Field 239
No evidence of prehistoric remains.
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